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CATCH THE MOMENT
Art and business or art of business?

The question is very relevant today because it is not difficult

to see that the effects of the pandemic are felt in almost

every area of life. The necessity of staying at home, redefining

the way we work can be both an advantage and a threat. A

kind of cutting off from the world could be treated as an

opportunity to develop that special "artistic element" which is

dormant in each of us and, as it turns out, art and business can

go hand in hand.

What do art and business have in

common? Probably it is a kind of

creativity, which in both cases can be a

driving force for action - after all, it is

well known that in many cases to want

is to be able. However, the key is to

actively use the additional resources of

free time, after all, passion develops the

senses, releases emotions, and gives

meaning to life.
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EDUCATE ONLINE

It is possible that online education is our future. Using the

potential that modern technology gives us, we can take

lessons, support students in their development to a new

level.

...the cooperative created the "Atlantide" project, where

children and teenagers of elementary and middle schools can

meet famous people from history, art and culture. Through

video calls, young people had the opportunity to ask

questions directly to

I N  I T A L Y . . .

the protagonist on duty. The project

was carried out by experienced staff in

the museum and remote education and

by professional actors who interpret

the characters. The project is one of

the winners of "Incredibol! 2020", an

Emilia-Romagna project for culture and

creative sectors.
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...Romaversitas Foundation started the school year

2019/2020 with 46 universities and 16  middle school students

who were pushed back to their homes due to school closure

and did not have basic conditions for studying (lack of

internet, equipment, nor a quiet place to learn). Romaversitas’

online program began 1 week after schools closed.

Collective actions were organized, donations were

distributed to students, volunteers were recruited.

The foundation started a community fundraising campaign and

a crisis scholarship was awarded to the 14 students with the

most difficult situation..

I N  H U N G A R Y . . .
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READ LISTEN AND WATCH

This approach guides many initiatives

aimed at education, spending free time

learning or exploring new things.

...all libraries in Slovenia have opened a

platform for listening to books, and in

addition, movies could be watched in the

library šola art:tečaji - one of the NGOs

- organized support for students. They

put some of the drawing programs for

art exams online. In addition, they

prepared and published scripts with

step-by-step drawing instructions. The

scripts were also translated into

other languages.
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BE ONLINE

If you want you can do it, all it takes is an idea. It would seem

that the pandemic has "cut" us off from normal life, however,

not everyone has succumbed to it! Thanks to their motivation,

they found a way to move their daily activities into the

virtual sphere, which allowed them to stay in touch with the

recipients of their work and/or art.

...the 84-year-old writer, Hervor Sjödin

used to read books for 10 - 15 persons

at a cafe. Due to Covid she started doing

it on Facebook and got around 10000

listeners one Monday/month during

months during 2020.
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...Leventis Gallery designed a "virtual gallery".

Galleries and Museums started already to archive the

material of their previous successes (material, photos from

local and international exhibitions, reviews, and dialogues

with artists, artists, collectors); new tools are evolving,

public relations are taking place with the use of technology.

Virtua; galleries have been organized by the Leventis Gallery.

The goal was to give accessibility to arts and exhibitions with

the use of technology.

Virtual photo gallery After the closure of art galleries,

photographers were forced to find alternative ways towards

promoting and demonstrating their work to the public. Many

photographers enhanced or created websites, for hosting a

virtual photo gallery, and/or used widely social media

channels for the same purpose.
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DEVELOP E-COMMERCE
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The pandemic has caused a

significant acceleration in the

growth of e-commerce, with many

companies putting their products on

sale more and more, increasing their

customer base. In addition, smaller

stores with a limited range of

products have the opportunity to

increase their sales turnover,

create promotional events and

specialized services. E-commerce in

times of pandemic allows customers

to access a wide range of products

in a safe manner and allows

companies to function despite

restrictions and limitations.

Make a shopping experience an adventure!



...MESKA conducts a webshop for handcrafted products and

raw materials. The site creates the possibility of selling

handcrafted products and the raw materials needed for

their production on the Internet in the spirit of fair trade,

which allowed even makers without their own webshop to

stay visible and accessible during the lockdowns of the

pandemic. The aim of the site is to promote handicrafts as

widely as possible, to increase the recognition of unique,

handmade products, and to build a community of people who

value handicrafts, by taking advantage of the opportunities

provided by the internet. The site also aims to provide

employment opportunities for mothers with young children,

disadvantaged people, and the elderly by producing and

selling handcrafted products.
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...Manuela Meloni (brand: Manume) creates hand painted t-

shirts with organic and eco-sustainable cotton. She created

e-commerce that would support social networks and trade

fairs, her main sources of income. Despite the difficulties of

the period and the fear of making risky investments, she has

decided to believe in her project and not to stand still

waiting for the end of the crisis.

Valentina and Davide decided to combine Valentina's passion

for restoration and David's desire to engage his commercial

skills in something more authentic, like handicrafts. This is

how "Casa del wax" was born, a small online shop where new

or regenerated old objects are created with wax fabrics

with lovely and colorful pattterns.
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INVEST IN HANDMADE PRODUCT

The COVID-19 pandemic brought many creative manufacturing

and handmade businesses to a standstill. Digitization and

more direct connection to clients chains can help the art

sector take advantage of post-COVID-19 growth

opportunities.

I N  S W E D E N . . .

...Marieta Toneva (textile artist) focused on dying fabrics,

doing batik, and decorating the garden. The project was done

so that the elder people spent a day dying and decorating

fabrics, that had been prepared before, like sheets, t-shirts,

towels, etc. Some participated and some that had dementia

just watched. The artist was very happy. She normally

works with younger people and the elderly liked the activity

a lot and spent a great day touching the fabrics and learning

about dying and doing batik. The artist was very happy. She

normally works with younger people and the elderly liked

the activity a lot and spent a great day touching the fabrics 

and learning about dying and doing batik.
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I N  I T A L Y . . .

...Riccardo Dall'Aglio e Matilde Gabusi produced

customized clothing. Thanks to their experience in

the field, they have dedicated themselves to the

packaging of high-quality and customizable masks,

not only in design (they specialize in embroidery,

patches, and prints) but also in size, to choose

according to the shape of the face. Also, the masks

are ecological, washable, and resistant to

numerous washes. They participated and won the

2020 edition of the "Incredibol!" project.

Samanthakhan Tihsler decided to change her

activities. With the end of the ceremonies, this

bridal dressmaker has decided, in the middle of the

emergency, to make masks using the fabrics left in

stock; fabrics usually used to make the inside of

the wedding dress and that make the masks thick,

resistant, and washable (consequently

sustainable and recyclable). The word spread in

the neighborhood, so much so that they came to

take them from the greengrocer to the baker, from

small entrepreneurs to artisans (also customized

with the logo of the company).
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BE OUTDOOR

Pandemic did not always mean a break from

daily activities. In the intervals between

lockdowns, often taking advantage of the

good weather, one could feel, at least for a

while, signs of the old, normal life. In such

moments everyone probably felt the need to

get in touch with culture - in this case, the

outdoors actions were even more important.
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LISTEN TO THE MUSIC AND DANCE!

I N  I T A L Y . . .

...Bernstein School of Musical

Theater (training academy in

the performing arts) organized

outdoor musical. The outdoor

spaces were transformed into

an "Open Air Theater" by re-

adapting he direction,

choreography, and scenic

spaces for the eighth editions

of the "Summer musical

festival", and proposing new

formats to continue the

musicals production even in the

covid era. 

I N  S W E D E N . . .

...Roger ”Ragge” Davidsson - used

to do concerts indoors and

when the pandemic started he

rescheduled to an outdoor

concert. Instead of just the

persons from the home also the

TV and local press attended

the concert. Patrik Steen /

Blueprodutcion - Since they

could not give concerts in

concert halls they started

playing out in the streets of

two Swedish cities. The region of

Dalarna promoted cultural

workers to find alternatives

to take the culture to the

people.
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I N  S W E D E N . . .

...Maria Norén - Kulturkossan didn't want to go digital and

decided to get her art and that of others out to people. She

started to do outdoor exhibitions with very small groups, and

often like a "secret":Exhibition in barns to keep on showing art

and be communicative: explore the public space in the

countryside. Does it even exist? A street art exhibition in barns,

by fields, in meadows in Delsbo and the surrounding area

(artists: KlisterPeter, Jessica Hallbäck, Tatueringsmaskinen,

Villfarelser, Daniel Franzén and Feber: Pernilla, Patrik, Ulrika

and Maria). Another new way to meet people; soundstation,

woods, barns, etc. hard to find. Secret projects in the woods

with an international artist building small houses as art

installations. Then they take photographys of this and that is

what will be shown as an exhibition: "Nature taking over" to be

released in October in Amsterdam....
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LET'S GO TO THE CINEMA!

I N  I T A L Y . . .
...after the closure of the

cinemas, Nuovo Cinema

Mandrioli recreated a drivein

but using modern

technologies: giant screen,

dedicated radio frequency,

digital projection. They

organized successful films

and summer premieres, but

also vintage car meetings,

dress code nights with

audience

participation, concerts

before the movies. They also

created a special service to

order from the American Bar

via Whatapp and deliver by

car. They are one of the

winners of "Incredibol! 2020",

an Emilia-Romagna project

for culture and creative

sectors.

I N  S L O V E N I A . . .

...Cinema in the parking

of shopping place!

Cinema Bežigrad

organized open Cinema.

After the covid

situation, they started

in May 2020. They also

sell the food which you

eat in the car. All the

workers wear roller

skates, and you called

them by telephone. For

movie sound, you need

to set in

radiofrequency.
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I N  S P A I N . . .

...Carros de Foc / Miguel Angel Martín are involved in Street

Theatre and the creation of giant esculptures and puppets.

After the first wave of COVID, they created a burger-

restaurant with their giant sculptures, recreating

atmospheres like the one from Mad Max or some others for

Halloween, Carnivals, etc. The idea was very successful

although not as big as the activity developed for the street

theatre. They are considering going to a bigger place, to

create a chain and some other ideas to develop further the

pilot test.
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SUPPORT THE BUSINESS

The pandemic has become a challenge for many companies -

forcing some to close, some to redefine their business. However,

many companies have supported each other to survive the

lockdown, because the art of business is collaboration.

I N  H U N G A R Y . . .

...SEED developed consulting to

support small businesses. The goal is

to help micro and small businesses

to overcome the crisis with free

advice. They support entrepreneurs

in strengthening their business on a

wide range of topics, from financial

and legal issues to organizational

matters to online marketing and

sales issues. + an online

entrepreneurship forum is organized

on a weekly basis.
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More than 30 experts have joined the initiative as part of

their CSR activities, so businesses can now get help in the

following 4 areas free of charge: leadership support,

business models rethinking, online marketing/online

platforms, management of change. In Style Magazin created

a closed Facebook (#vegyelhazait) group for creative makers

in order to create a community, stimulate the purchase of

locally produced products and draw attention to the local

solution of a global problem. They also created a website

(vegyelhazait.hu) which works as a webshop with over 3200

products. They organize promotional events where the

members can participate in order to get more visibility. The

Facebook group has gained almost 400000 members, the

website has 17000 registered users, over 3200 products in

the webshop, which has lead to a large number of purchases

of domestic products.Similar initiatives also appeared on the

local market: eg. „Budapest Select Store“ with 40 designers

(started in December 2020) or the „Designerwebshop“ which

was an initiative of WAMP, a successful applied arts fair

since 2006, in order to enable their designer community to

sales even in times when the fair would not take place due to

the pandemic.
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I N  C Y P R U S . . .

...Artists & Creatives COVID-19 Recovery Resource (source:

Platform https://creativesunite.eu/Countries/cyprus/ ) A

platform for sharing good practices in the art and cultural

sector was created. Online platform for sharing stories of good

practices that can inspire and motivate organizations and

individuals. You can find a list of good practices followed in

many different areas over the past year.



TO CREATE A BRAND WHEN THE
NORMAL ACTIVITY IS INTERRUPTED

I N  S P A I N . . .

...different professional artists from the rural area of La

Serranía in the region of Valencia to provide visibility for the

female artists of the rural area created a website and a brand. 

They show what these artists do and how they are

connected to their land and how beautiful their

lifestyle is. They are becoming better known and the

public is perceiving that in La Serranía there is a special

way of making Art. Pakito Gracia Terol promoted the

local shopping in the town of El Campello by drawing

attractive slogans on the shop windows. Transversal

solution for a professional and a company that was

closed during the pandemic. At the same time, they

promoted their business activity by promoting the

activity of the town where they are based. The initiative

raised sensitivity towards buying in the town of El

Campello. It gave a beautiful point of view about what is

happening. It is the time to help the small business, to

buy with heart. They also got incomes.
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OTHER PROJECTS

Cyprus University of Technology, UNESCO Chair on Digital

Cultural Heritage - to celebrate this year’s International Day

for Monuments and Sites, the UNESCO Chair in cooperation with

the ERA Chair on Digital Cultural Heritage at the Cyprus

University of Technology and the Perrevia Network in Greece

launched a Panhellenic social media campaign to promote

cultural heritage in the current COVID-19 period. As visiting the

world’s many cultural heritage places has notbeen possible

this year due to the global pandemic, the idea of a fun activity

was created. Children are encouraged to assemble and colour

their own paper models of the medieval Kolossi Castle and/or

the UNESCO World Heritage site of Asinou Church. This way, the

young generations can still playfully interact with their

heritage in the comfort of their homes. Children (and their

parents!) were invited to take photographs of their creations

and submit them on the campaign’s Shared Memory Facebook

page to have a chance at winning one of the prizes awarded to

the most creative paper monuments. The social media

competition was completed in July 2020.
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Trans Europe Halles - the DISCEP2P

Recovery Programme (hereinafter referred

to as “PRP”) was initiated to support the

European cultural and creative sectors in

this time of unprecedented challenge due to

COVID-19. It is organized by Trans Europe

Halles (TEH) in the framework of the DISCE

Project “Developing Sustainable and

Inclusive Creative Economies”, funded by the

European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and

innovation programme. PRP is designed to

engage with stakeholders within Cultural

and Creative Industries in Cyprus, Greece,

Italy and Spain coherently with developing

sustainable and inclusive creative

economies in the EU. The main aim of PRP is to

explore and to enable collaborative and

innovative practices addressing challenges

faced in the Cultural and Creative sectors

in Europe due to COVID-19.
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